


Section- I 

Overview 

CiJAPTER-6 

Strawson's Critique of Russell 

The main contention of this chapter is to examine the Russellean analysis of the 

puzzles of reference. As suggested by the title of this chapter, I will primarily 

follow, in this respect, the views of another doyen in the fielq of analytic 

philosophy, Rnssell's famous successor, P.F. Strawson. However, I have also 

evaluated here few discrepancies of Russell's theory noticed by thinkers other 

than Sh·awson, who were working on the same subject. One of the puzzles, 

viz, the problem of substituitivity will be discussed in particular because 

RusBell' s answer to this problelll seems to be inadequate. His theory fails to 

explain some questions satisfactorily when it faces the so-called "propositional 

attitudes" and "non-extensional" contexts. We will also follow how Russell's 

views chang_ed between the publications of "On Denoting" in 1905, where the 

theory of descrirtion was first advocated and that of the of the first edition of 

Principia Matheiiw!-ica. 



The inost seriot.:ts, famous and sustained criticism to which Russell's theory has 

peen subjected is to be found in Strawson's essay "On Referring". This article 

c~h be considered as the most chqllengihg document, which has been directed 

against Russell's theory of description. Its vast importance lies in the fact that it 

shook the fundamentals of a theory that had been accepted by philosophers 

without much criticism for almost fifty years. Strqwson has been universally 

acknowledged as the most vehement critic of Russell's theory. Strawson's 

attacks and RliSsell' s counterattacks will be closely followed in this chapter 

whi1e judging the merits and demerits of their arguments. Undotibtedly 

8traswon1s theory is valuable, but the fact that Russell's theory has it own 

standing in the history of analytic philosophy is undeniable. In this perspective 

let us have a look into Strawson's philosophical background. 

Section- II 

Strawson: Philosophical Background 

Peter Frederick Strawson is one of the best knowh Oxford philosoppe.rs of the 
' ' 

yoUnger gene.rcttion. Born in 1919, he was educated at Christ's college, finchley 

anp. St. jolms Col1ege, Oxford and is a Fellow of University College and British 

Academy. Strawson is one of the most discussed linguistic analysts. The kind of 

philosophy he followed is best known as ordinary language philosophy. He~ has 
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put forward that there is no real antithesis between linguistic analysjs and a 

certatn kind of metaphys~cs. tn this connection he distinguishes between two 

kinqs of metaphysics, descriptive metaphysics and revisionary metaphysics .. 

This icfea of Sh·awson is, in itself, a doctrine of great value and contemplation. 

Descriptive metaphysic:s is that which only attempts to describe the conceptual 

bo~qidaries of our language and revisionary metaphysics is one, which attempts 

to revise them. 

Not only was Strawson a metaphysician, his works on logical theory are also 

well known. In his fitst book Introduction to Logical Theory, (1952), St±awson 

tvtote about the relation b.~tween ordinary language and formal logic. shawson 

wrob::! this book with two complementary aims in his mind. First, he compared 

and conh·asted between the behaviour of ordinaty words and behaviour of 

logical symbols. This line of thinking was a novel idea in the field of logic and 

atmH;ed much controversy. Secondly, he wanted to make clear the nature of 

fotmallogic itself. He opined that logical connectives like 'v', ':::/ '=' etc. cannot 

fully and accurately express the meanings of the logical features of ordinary 

language like "or" "if" and "if ahd only if". He categorically mentions that 

'exists' is not a predicate and mahy misconceptions arise due to trus mistaken 

assulpption. While discussing predicate logic he also points out that !=ertain 

oi"thodbx critidstj:ls of the traditional Aristotelian syste11,1 are not tenable 
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bec~use they are based on existential presuppositions. Considering this 

extstential presupposition, therefore, traditional logic can be more consistently 

tfnderstood. Strawson also says that as there are mistakes underlying the 

conceptions of the relation between predicate calculus and ordinary language, 

in the same way there are mistakes underlying the theory of descriptions. 

In the last part of Logical Theon), Strawson discusses inductive logic. Here he 

tries ,to settle that there is no need to justify induction. There is in fact no way to 

assess inductive standards, for there is no higher standard to appeal to. He also 

hintB at the fact that whatever rational think.ing we do actually ate processes of 

induction. 

In the mid 1950's, Strawson' s interests shifted from ordinary language 

philosophy towards metaphysics, as a result of which his second book 

Jndividuals came out in 1959. This work on descriptive metaphysics was also 

highly acclaimed. In this book Strqwson expresses a view, which opposes 

Wittgenstein' s claim regarding metaphysics. Strawson said that certain general 

condusionB abo4t the world could be gained from an analysis of how we speak. 
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The first part of the book Individuqls is entitled "Particulars" and deals with the 

nature of and precontl.jtion for the identification of particular objects in speech. 

Strqwson raise$ two issues in this :part of the book. The first thesis is thqt : 

Material objects were the basic particu~ars which mean that 
muterial opjects can pe identified independently of the identi
fication of particulars in other categoties, but particulars in 
other categories cannot be identified witlwut reference to mate
rial objects.l 

The second issue is regarding the traditional mind-body problem. Strawson 

rejects both the Cartesian view that mental substances are distinct but 

intimately connected to bodies and the modern "no-ownership" theory 

according to which states of consciousness are npt ascribed to anything at all. 

Stmwson' s theory is that the concept of a person is a primitive concept. When 

we recogrtize this fact it becomes clear why states of consciousness are ascribed 

to any tiling at all .We are able to see due to this primitive concept that both 

stat1:~s of consciousness and physical properties are ascribed to one and the 

sarric thing - a person. 

Part two of the book "Logical Subjects" is about the relation between particulars 

and universal, between reference and predication and between subjects and 

predicates. Observing the different criteria of distinguishing subject and 

predicate terms, Strawson concludes: 
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The crucial distinction between the way 'l- subject expression 
irltmduces a particular into a proposition qnd the way a pre
di~ate expression introduces a universaJ into a proposition 
is that the identification of a particular involves the presen
tation of some empirical fact which is sufficient to identify 
ilie particular, but the introduction of the universal term by 
the predicate term does not in general involve any empirical 
fact. 2 

This thesis of Strawsmi enables us to ldok from a 11ew angle into F:rege's theory 

that objects are complete whereas concepts are incomplete. It also explains why 

Aristotle held that only universals and not particulars are predicable. 

S~ctlpn - Ill 

Denoting and Referrmg 

In a great deal of semantic literature, the terril 'denotation' and 'reference' have 

been used interchangeably. But this is not very sensible since it means that we 

have to ignore certain considerations, which were centta,l in the dispute 

between Russell's positidn in "On Denoting" and Strawson's replies in "On 

Refehirtg". Russell had made a distinction. between the two expressions by 

nrgujng that descriptions are not "referring" expressions but ratl1er are 

dett<.iting expressions. 
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G. E\rans (Vqrfeties of Reference, 1982) and S. Neale (DescHptions, 1990) have 

distussed this difference between ref~rring and denoting in the context of 

Rusl)ell' s theory of knowledge. ln this connection Russell had distinguished 

between knowledge by acquaintance and knowledge by description 

("Knowledge by Acquaintance ahd Knowledge by Description" in Mysticism 

and Logic, 1911). Russell held that to have knowledge of a certain object by 

qcquqintance, one must be directly acquainted with the object, whereas to have 

knowledge of a certain object by description, one need not be acquainted with 

the object but to know the pbjed as the uniqtte sq.tisfier of'!- cert&in description 

is siifficient. 

rlus same point was the basis of Russell's distinction between denoting and 

t~f~!i"ting exptessio:qs. wpen applied to the semantics of natural language the 

difference between sentences containing descriptions and sentences containing 

r~~f~rripg expressions can be understood. 

The question is whether there .is a semantic differ
ence between a sentence containing a description that 
uniquely determines some individual (e.g. 'the third 
planet from the sun') and a sentence containing a 
referring expression (e.g. 'the Earth'). For Russell, des
qiptio~ are never referring expressions in the sense 
jtlst outl:inecl. Rather, mdef:inite descriptions are sim
ply exi~tenti(ll quantifiers; definite descriptions are 
f:lOi::flewhat more complex.3 
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Sttawson differs in opinion from Russell on a number of points mainly 

regarding the uniqueness claim in Russell's analysis of -descriptions. Russell 

thought that the sentence 'The present King of France is bald' is perfectly 

sensible though there is in fact no present King of France, because it is not about 

~ny unique individuaL It is a general claim, which is false. Strawson argues that 

on th(l cor}trary this sentence hq.s no determinate truth-value. Not only it is 

heither true nor false, it fails to express even a determinate propo$ition. 

Atcording to Strawsoh the reason for this is that descriptions are referring 

ext>ressions and when they fail to refer the statement is a kind of incomplete 

prpposition. But before going into Strawson' s objections I want to discuss few 

other problems regarding Russell's method of solving the puzzles of reference. 

Section- IV 

Problems with Russ~U's Theory 

We have dtsctif'!sed in the previo1J_s chapter how Ru,ssell solves the problem of 

substituitivity. It see:j:ns that the solution does not hold true on close 

exat11inatipn. For our convenience we will recapitulate the puzzle briefly: 

(1) Scott is the author of Waverley. 

(2) George IV wished to know whether Scott was the author of Waverley. 

(3) Therefore, George IV wished to know whether Scott was Scott. 
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Russell had said that this puzzle was based on the principle of subst.Htiitivity, 

whioh runs th~s : 

If q is identical with b, whatever is true of the one is true of th~ 
d~i.er, and either may be substituted for the other in any propo~ 
sitfon without altering the truth or falsehood of that proposition.4 

Russ~ll accepts this principle but at the same time polds that the said puzzle is 

only apparently of the form given out by the prinCiple and that the c6nclusion 

does not follow from the premises. Linsky comments that, "the puzzle is caused 

by a logical mirage."s 

Russell tried to solve the puzzle too easily. In his theory of description the 

rew:dtten version of this ilrgmnent does not conta#i. the definite description. So, 

there temains iit:> expression to be replaced by Scott. 

The puzzle apout George IV's curiosity now seems to have 
a very simple solution. The proposition, "Scott was the 
author of Waverley" which was written c:iut in its unabbre
viated fotm in the preceding paragraph does not contain as 
any constituent "the author of Waverley" for which we could 
substitute "Scott".6 

First of all, Linsky says, there is a rrtistake here on Russell's part. The conclusion 

does not follow by Slipstitutlng "Scott'1 for "the author of waverley" in (1). The 

sub~Ututions shpt1ld be made in (2). Then only the aforesaid conclusion arrives. 
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However he ignores Russell's mistake and tries to proceed with the solt.Ition, as 

it should be. 

This solution, it has been objected, is unsatisfactory. It is true that after the 

Russellean ana1ysis the definite description betbtnes eliminated from the 

. prertiises. But tius amilysis does not in any way lead to the conclusion tpat the 

ptof!~)sjtioi1 (1), (2), an4 (3) do not constitute a valid argument. It is acceptable 

tluit sometimes proper. names can be substituted for descriptions in 

propbsitions cot1taining them. This kind of substitution has been previously 

established by a theorem of the Principia: 

14.15: {(7x) (Qx) = b} [ U (7x) (Qx) = U(b)] · 

RusElell must have derived ideas from this theorem for, after offering the above 

'solution' he corrp.-rients: 

This does not interfere with the f::rttth of inferences result:ibg 
from making what is verbally the substitution of "Scott'' for 
"the author of Waveri!::ly", so long as "the author of Waverley" had 
whQt I cqU primary occurrence in the proposition considered.7 

Now, let us coi1sider any argument such that its first premise is of the form of 

the antecedent of the theorem 14.15, its second premises of the form of the left 

hahd side of the consequent and the conclusion of the for:Q:t of the right hand 

side of the consequent. When analysed according to Russell's theory, this 
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argtupent contELiiis no pescription and it is valid. The theorem 14.15 jh;elf also 

con~ajns ri.O description When expanded in accordance Wlth the contextual 

def~nfHon, which have introduced the notion of descriptions in Principia. So, is 

the view that the argt+ihent (1), (2), (3) is sanctioned py 14.15 wrong? The logical 

ihirf~,se account i13 not tenable as a probable answer. If it is true that (1), (2), (3) 

When analysed contains no descriptions, the same is true of 14.15. 

According to Linsky, what is wrong with the view under consideration is that 

the d~scriptioh is required to have primqry occurrence in both of the 

propositions in which it appears in l4.15; but it hqs primary occurrence only in 

the htst premise of (l), (2), (3). In Russell's opiniph any proposition til which 

"th!:J qUtho:r of Wnveriey" has a ptimary occurrence may validly be replaced by 

"Scott" (assumption from 1). However it appears that Russell has abandoned 

the logical mirage theory, no sooner than he prese11ts it. This time we are told 

that the phrase "the author of Waverley" cannot be replaced by "Scott" 1n (2) on 

th¢ bq,sis of (1) hecaqse the description does not have a priinary occurrence in 

(2). 

There is another important objection to Russell's t~e?ry, which we must note. 

tile objection and Russell's artSWet to ~t are as follows : 
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Ih tho previous chapter where the puzzles were presented with the Russellean 

solptions, they were together called puzzles about 'singulars terms'. Eac.tt of the 

puzzles were explained by using examples of definite descriptions arid solved 

with the help of the theory of descriptio~. But ach..ially these puzzles (lre not 

qnly l'lpout desctipf:ions bu,t also about singular terrijs as a whole. 

th~ f:lrst puzzle of negative existentials can pose a problem for proper haines 

4h4 t)]~onouns ih the same way because we ~an use proper names of. even 

prppouns to make apparent reference to non-existents. For example, "P¢gasus" 

is used to refer to a particular mythological character. Sometimes "you" is used 

to refer to ghosts also. Frege' s puzzle of identity also arises fbr proper names as 

in the case of : 

,;Samuel Longhotne Clemens = Mark Twain" 

Ag~iti, the pttzzte of sqbstit4ttivity also holds tr11e of proper names fot :pames 

do not substitute in belief contexts, for example, A~bert may have belief~ about 

Mark Twain that he does not have about Clemens fi.nd vice versa. Same is the 

case with the problem of excludecl middie. Just as "the King of France" (which 

was a definite description), "Pegasus" (a proper name) is also neither bald nor 

non baid. Whence, it seems that the problems are the same as that aro$~ irt the 

case bf descriptions. 
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In this context an (:)llegation was made against Russell that he has simply 

missed the boat bec~ilse his theory of descriptiq~iB it seems, applies Olily to a 
. I 

special subclass of singular terms (defirtite descriptions) whereas,(:) solution to a 
+ ' • . 

problem ougJ.it to be adequate enough for genera,! appl~c(:)pon. 

Russell tried to solve the matter in a simple way, which led him to disttnguish 

p~tween surface appearance and underlying logical reality and to his claim that 

what we ordinarily call proper names are not really proper names at all, but 

rather they are abbreviations for definite descriptions. Russell wottl4 suggest 

(i) that the grammiHcal form of the proposition inisleads us as ttJ tin~ logical 

form and (ii) . that th~ proposjtion sJ.iould b~ fttrthet ~naly~ed. ·This claim of 

Russell's Was also severely criticised, but first of all let us see why Strawson 

objected to B-ussell's theory in the first place. 

~ectioh- V 

Strawson' s Criticisms 

Strawson had examined Russell's theory very thoroughly. Strawson's o\ltlook 

towards the study of langu~.ge led him to object to Russell's theofy CiB he did. 

There was a basic difference of opinion between 8trawson aJ1d Rp.si>eH. We may 

recall in this coJ;lilectiort that Russell's (:)rticle W(:)S typ~q1lly called "On 
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Denoting". Here dettoting meant a relation between an expression and the thing 

that was the expression's referent or denotation. R)lssell considered sent~nces in 

abstraction, as objeds in themselves and discussed their logical properties in 

particular. 

Strawson however 8timarily stressed on the use of expressiorts by J1umans. 
I 

Strawson' s position is that while meaning is a functiop. of the sentence or 

. - , I 

expres~ion, mentioning or referring m1-d tttith ot faJsity ate ftni.ctions of the use 

pf tqe sentence or expression. He gi:\.ve instances of concrete conversational 

situations and pointed out how the sentences were used and understood by 

human beings. Strawson purposefully named his article on this i~&ue "On 

Referring" because by 'referring' he did not mea11 any abstract relati-on between 

an expression and a thing btit as an act performed by~ person at q particular 

#rhe on a particular pccasion. Strawsdn's main co:p.tention W[!.s thai: ~x:pressions 

do not refer at all. it is people who use expressions to refer. 

This view of Sh·awson is somewl,.f:lt like the inotto of PS Natippal Rifle 

Association. Their slogan is, "Guns don't kill people, people kill _people". 

Strawson explained that suppose someone writes down a sentence, "This is a 

fine red one"; s here "This" does not refer to any thing unless and until that 

person does something to make it refer. So, it follows that no P.etermihate 
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statement is 111ade and an expression cloes not refer to anything ur)less i\: is used 

irt a suitable context, pointing out to a particular person pr thing. So, there is a 

distinct difference between an expression (in abstraction) and the use of an 

~xpression. When an expression is being used, a person uses it. Hence the use 

of an expression by a person is all that matters, not the expression itself. Taking 

this stand on the ref~rence of expressions led Straws on to object to Russell's 

way of solving the problems of reference. 

The basic contention of Strawson against Russ~ll is that Russell's theoty of 

descriptions embocH(3s a fundamentai mistake - his q.Ilegl~nce to a denotative 

theory of meaning, that meaning is reference. Meinong too had a theory of 

!eference for all expressions. Russell accepts the theory of reference for some 

~xpressions. To holq on to this theory that meaning is reference is a mistake 

according to Strawson. He says, "The source of Russell's mistake was that he 

thought that referring ... must be meaning. He confused meaning ... with 

rderring."9 Further, it is not a sentence (sentence-token) or an uiter~nce of a 

~entence, but the ~s~ of a sentence to make a staten~ent (to say soitiething 

serious, express a belief) that can be either true cit false. 

to prepare the ground for his criticisms of Russell's theoty, Strawson 

ihtrodtJ.ceq two parallel triplets of distinctions regarding sent~n~es and 
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expressions. These distinctions were novel in idea and became vety much 

renowned. By 'expression', Strawson meant an expression, which has a 

qniquely referring use, and by a 'sentence' he rrieant a sentence, which begins 

with such an expression. The distinctions were as follows: 

(A1) a sentence, 

(A2) a use of a sentence, 

(fu) an utterance of a sentence, 

And the second set of distinction, between: 
! " • l 

(B1) an expression, 

(Bz) a use of an expression, 

(B3) an utterance of an expression, 

In order to understqnd the 1st set of distinctions, let us reconsider t.he sentence 

containing the de£ii1ite description, 'The King of France is wise'. This sentence 

:may have been spoken on variotts occasions from seventee11th century 

onwards. Here the word 'sentence' is being ttsed in the sense of a sente:j:lce type, 

rather than sentence-token, S~nce We rave spoken of one and the Sqme B~ntence 

. being spoken on several occasions. Suppose ope man had uttered i:he said 

sentence in the reigil of Louis XIV artd another ni.an had uttered it in the reign 

of Louis XV, they would have been talking about different Kings. So, actually 

they had made different assertions, since it is possible that the first assertion 

Wqs true and the se~ond false. However, if two men h~d uttered thef)e words, 
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both in the t~ign of Lopis XIV, then 12ither both men ffiqde a true assertion or 

both r:nen made a false qssertion. This is what is meant by (A2). It can be said of 

the first two men thc:it they made different uses of the same sentence, and we 

could say of the second two men that they made the same use of the senteJ.1ce. 

Tl1e second set of qistinctions may be explained an~tlogotisly. Just as the 

s12ntence 'The King of France is wise' ~all- be Ul'!eq to make differen ~ assertions, 

or non~ at all, in the s~me way the expression 'Tl:i12 King of France; can be used 

to refer to different people on different pccasions pf use. Str~wson cqtnpl(!nts, 

Gener~Jly, as agC~-ipst Russ~~' I shal~ say this. M~Clhing (ill at least 
one important s~nse) is a fimction of the sentence or expression; 

' I 

menqonillg atH:l referrillg and truth or falsity, are functions of 
the use of the 

1

Sf2ntence or expression. To give the meanillg of 
an expression (in the sense ill whkh I am using the word) is to 
give general dired:ions for its use to refer to or mention particular 
objects or persons; to give the meaning of a sentence is to give 
general directions for its use ill making true or false asserti.ons.lO 

Strawson' s mam objection against Russell's theory may be surr~matlzed as 

fo1iows: 
' " 

Objection 1 

Russe~l had said that a, definitt:! description like "The present King of France is 

p~d" - (1) is false because there exists no such king. Strawson objects to this 
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verdict of Russell sq.yihg that the stq.te:jnertt is not false but abortive. Strawson 

points out that if someone utters the statement- "The present King pf FrCI.nCe is 

ppld" - his hearers will not r~act by sq.ying that, ;, that's false" or "I disagree". 

:Perhaps they will be puzzled and may say, "I am not following you; France 

does not hav~ q. King". Actually the speaker has failed to refer to anything at all. 

"Rather, Strawson nJaintains, the speaker has produced only an ostensibly 

referring expression that has rrtisfired."ll 

The sentence under discussion is not actually a complete statement. It is a 

defective statement put &till it is diffetent from other defective statements like 

'
1The present Queen bf EngiaTJ.d pas r.o children" - (2). (2) is a false statement, 

but (1) is neither true nor false because it is not a proper statement at all. 

Strawson' s way of solving the problem of apparent reference to non- existents 

is this: 

Be says that (1) is mepningfql in the sehse that it is grammaticCI.lly corred:. But it 

is unable to say any thing true or false for it does not refer to any thing. The 

p1eaning of an expression cannot be i4entified with the object it is used to refer 

to on C~. particular occasion. Russell, ac!:orqihg to Strawson, co~tted the error 

of cohlusing meanlr).g with referring; since the sentence has meaning, Russell 
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argued, it must be a~out something that is, and hence arose the problem, which 

he tried to solve by his theory of descriptions. The sentence "The present King 

of France is bald" is in any case meaningful; only its use by anyone now would 

be a spurious use whereas it could have been genuinely used by anyon~ living, 

1et us say, in the seventeenth century. 

In this connection Sqtnvson also makes another distin~:tion between a sentence 

and ? staterrwnt. Iri Russell's view !3- meaningful sentence is a sentence that 

expresses a proposition. A proposition is the logical form of a sentence by 

yvhich it is expressed. Propositions are sentences, which had to be either true or 

false. Strawson sets aside the talk of "propositions" and says that it is not the 

sentence, which can be true or false. Sentences become statements when they 

are uttered by someone and it is the statement, which can be true or faise at all. 

1t is to be noted here that not every act of utterance is successful in being !;rue or 

false because not every rneanin.gful sentence is u~~d to make a: statement. 

Strawson thinks thci.t by confq.sing statements with sentences and their uses, 

Russell made the m.istake of thinking that anyone now uttering the septence 

"The King of France is wise/( would be making either a true or a false assertion. 

According to Strawson there is a third possibility that Russell overlooked, viz, 

that someone now uttering these words would be saying something which is 
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rteither true nor false. Russell held his ground saying that he rejected this 

possibility because he thinks that what is neither trite nor false has to be a 

nonsense. Sttawson holds that this is a mistake ort Russell's partbecause he 

fqil& to notice the above-mentioned distinction. 

. Objection 2 

It is statements (or assertions) that are true or false, not 
sentences, and it is a sentence that is significant or meaning
less, not a statement. Thus the sentence Scan be significant 
though on a particular occasion of its use no statement (true 
or false) is made by the use of this sentence. This is Russell's 
principal error. He thinks that the only alternative to saying 
some tltii1g true ot false when we utter S is that S should not 
be significant at all. And he makes this mistake because he 
does not distinguish sentences from statements.12 

S1:rawson's second objection is an attack on a claim that he thinks Russell had 

made regarding the sentence "the present King of France is bald". According to 

Strawson, Russell had claimed that when a person is uttering the said sentence, 

part of what he would be asserting is this: there existed at present one and only 

one King of France. Strawson objects upon this saying that such a claim is 

unacceptable. The speaker when uttering" the present King of france is bald" is 

~::~rtainly not C!.Ssertiqg that there is one and only one King though he inay be 

presupposing it. There is a distinct difference between presupposition and 

assertion. 
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Lycan points out that in this case Strawson has actually misunderstood Russell. 

Russell had never ~nade any claim about the act of asserting. Strawson' s 

objection is based on a false principle. He mistakenly assumes (and attributes 

the assumption on Russell) that whatever is logically implied by a sentence is 

necessarily asserted by a speaker who utters that sentence. To quote Lycan: 

Objection 3 

If I say "Fat Tommy can't run or climb a tree", I do not assert 
that TofPID-y is fat even thotJ.gh my sentence iogically irr].pljes that 
he is; if~ say "Tommy is five feet seven inches tall", I do not assert 
that T otnmy is less than eighteen miles Q:t11.13 

Strawson criticizes Russell by saying that he (Russell) had not noticed that 

many descriptions are context bound. He takes the following sept~nce as 

instance: 

"The table is covered with books."14 The subject term here is a definite 

description ~sed in Q standard way. When analysed in a Russeliean rnah:ri.er it 

become~: "At least oite tl¥g is a table and anything that is a table js covered 

with books." From which it follows th~t there is at most one table in the whole 

universe. Russell, Strawson says, has failed to take notice of the context of 

utterance. 
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Russell can however evade the situaHon in h'lore than one way. First of all, 

when one says "the tf}ble", hee).rers ate not generally sure what it means because 

depending on the context it may be the only table in sight, or the only table in a 

room, or the one w~ have just been talking about. Russell may give an ellipsis 

hypothesis here sayihg that there is an ellipsis in the said context. The table is 

actually short fonn of a very detail~d and complicated description that is 

uniquely satisfied. 

The ellipsis view, qS it turns out, is not very satisfying and poses certain 

difficulties. Russell <:)Ssli:rp.es that sentences really do h;w~ logical form. If that is 

so, then the questioJ.1 arises in this case that if the table is a short form for certain 

other· des~riptions, what material is being ellipsized? The answer to this 

question differs depending upon the material chosen, for every time the 

sentence, "The tab~e is covered with books", will mean something different. 

Suppose if we say that "the table" means the table in this room, then we have a 

new concept here, namely, 'room' and the given sentence is to be int~rpreted as 

being literally abotlt a room, the predicate term 'room' is understood as being 

hidden in th~ logicei.l structure of the sentence. 

Another way of tac::kling the problem would be by appealing to restricted 

quantifications. By restricted quantification what is meant is that, which 
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logiciq.ns call the dp:plaiJl.s. In these cq.ses the ranpe of the universql quantifiers 

need not be universE\] but are ofte11 particular classes roughly pret.?ttpposed in 

the context. For example, when we say, "Everyone likes her", we do not mean 

that everyboq.y in the 1J-~ivetse likes the S(lid person ~~t everyone ih q certain 

contextually indicat~d social piq::le lil<es her. 

This principle may P.e applied to the Russellean analysis in order to evade the 

present problem. The Russellean analysis starts with a quantifier: "At least one 

thing is a table anci at rn_ost one Hung is a table ... " If We regatd these 

ql.lantifiers to be :testricteq in the ftppropriate way then they wi11 not be 

implying that there is at most one table in the universe. The sentence, "The table 

i~ covered with bool<:s", will J.l.OW only impiy the1t there is at most o:ti-e t&ble of 

the context:U,ally inq~~ci.ted sott. 

this way of appealip.g to restricted quantification is different from the ellipsis 

hypothesis. AccorcHhg to the ellipsis view the explicit conceptual material has 

to be secretly merttipned in the short form. While the quantifier restriction is 

like a silent demonslt£!-tive pronoun. At most one table of "that" sort an!i the 

reference of "that" is fixed by the context. 
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'fris seems to be an ?ipeqt1~t~ solution to objection np. 3, though some general 

.Ptobl~m in this matter remains. The questiort? arises: how do the qua,ntif1ers get 
I . 

restricted in context, or what factor qetermines the domains of the restricted 

quantifiers beca,use it is almost always too vague ;;md also how can it be ;:tlways 

possible for hearers to identify the right domains. But all. these probl~ms are 

general and they do not pose any serious threat to Russell's theory, 

It would not pe inqppropriate here tq falsify orie of Sttawson's notions that 

people rather th;:tn expressions refer. Actually there is at leq.st a secortdcj.:ry sense 
' I 

hi. w~ch expr¢ssion~ ~o refer. tet lW take the same ex~ple that was itsed 

before. The Nationt4 Rifle Associatiop.'s slogan is "Cuns don't kill people, 

people ~ill :people." In answer to this son:teone might justifiably say, "Yes, but 

tli.ey kill them much inore easily and efficiently using guns" .. Sometimes it 

happens that in a sense the gun does kill the victim. So, it is perfectly aU tight to 

say in a particular context that the expression "the table" refers to a specialkind 

-

of furniture. More ov~t, there· is also the notion of the "semantic referer1.t'' of a 

description. The seth~ntic referent of a description in a context i~ wp~tever 

object in fact l..lnique~y sq.nsfies th~ de~cfiptioh. 

It has to be noted that Russell also has an objection when talking about the 

tefererit of a description. Russell insisted that descriptions ate not really 
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referring expressions at all; q sentence containU1g a description ~El t~aily an 

abbreviation of a maf'!S of general quCintificationCl.l material atid does not refer to 

q.pyone in particulq_f. Lycan comtnents : 

Section- Vi 

But my notion of a semantic referent applies equally against 
Russelj on this poiift. There is at least that secondary sense in 
Which a description can have a referent. And it is perfectly harm-

. less for <1 Russellean to grant that definite descriptions do refer, so 
long as sjhe remembers that they do not do it directly, in the Way 
we may have thought proper names do.15 

Russell repiies to B~tawson 

Ru~sell formally tf3pHed to Sttawson' s criticisms ih an article titled "Mr. 

Strawson on Referring" whi<,::h was published in his book My Philosophical 

Development. Russell joins issue with Strawson in this paper where in the very 

. beginning he says : 

I may say, to being with, that I am totaUy unable to see ~ity 
validity. whatever in any of Mr. Strawson's argurnentsY> 

Russell first of all ~ccuses Strawson of identifying ~o proble~, whkh are 

actually quite distiqd- naql.ely, the problem of cfescriptions anq the probl~m 

p£ egocentrkfty. Thl~ iclentifipition (~ccording tq Russell) leads Strawson to 
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believe that Russelll1ad overlooked the problem of egocentricity, which in fact 

he had hot; only that he had dealt with the problems separately. 

While criticising Rtissell, Strawson, over and over used as an example, one of 

the two sentences Russell had initiated as instances during his presentation of 

the description theqry. The exapiple preferred by Straw-son is, 'the present King 

of France is bald. The other exaPlple, viz, 'Scott is th~ author qf Waverley'; he 

~imply chooses to ignore. Sqawson's inclination is for this .particular sentence, 

i.e., 'the present king of France is bald' as because his attack is mainly upon the 

e$ocentric wotd 'present'. Russell's view is that, Strawson has failed to notice 

that if for the worcl 'present', the words 'in 1905' are substituted, then his 

(Strawson's) argumetit does not stanP. at all. If perhaps we use asap. example, 

some sentence like: 'the square-root of minus one is half the squq.re - root of 

minus four' I from which egocentricity is totally absef).t, Strawson' s !:foctrine 

would not be appl~cable. In the le1.ter kind of sentences, Russe1i observes, 

egocentricity is (l~lsent bpt the problem of interpreting descriptive phrases 

remaips as ever. 

"F.usseli however agrees to what Mr. Strawson has to say about egocentric 

words, but points out that there is nothing new to it because he (Russell) 
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- ' 
iUrnself had discussed it1 considerable detail tpe same theory mucij previous to 

Strawson. This fact, F-ussell says, Strawson has conveniently overlooked .. 
I 

Strawson holds aboUt egocentric words that what they refer to depends upon 

when and where they are used. Russell had said almost the same thing jn his 

book Human Knowledge: Its Srop¢ and Limits : 

This' denotes wh~tever, at the moment when the word ls 
used, occupies J:he centre of attentior1 .. With words wiiid1 <lre 
not egocentric, what is constant is something about the object 
4-tdicated, bq.t 'this' denotes <l diff~teiit object on each oq:asion 
of its lise : what is cortstant is not the o~ject d!:!noted, but its 
relatiod to the partttular use of the word. Whenever the \vord is 
used, i11e person usmg H ts. attending to I something and the word 
indic<it~s this so:tnething. When a word is not egocentric, there is 
no neeq to distir)gutsh between different occasions when it is used, 
but we must make this distinction with egocentric words, since 
what ~WY indicqte is so:rnej:hing having· a given relation to the 
particul~:~-t use of the wordP 

Russell says that we should always try to reduce to a minimum the egocentric 

element in an assertioll, but tpjs is not always possible qecause the me~.nings of 

all empirical words depend upon ostensive definitions, which ii1 turn are 

dependent upon experience and experience is ego!=eritric. In psihg common 

.langtiq.ge, however, we ccm d'esctibe with the heip of egocentric words 

something, which !ir~ not ~gocentric. 
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Rqssell stresses that whatever is the problem of egocentriC words( it pas t:o be 

noted that it is not a theory, which Mt. Strawson has expounded or invented; in 

fqct the saiq theory was set forth by him prior to Strawson. Russ~Hleaves this 

argi.lm~nt on egoceni:tic~ty at this point saying - "I shall say no more apout ego-

centri~H:y since, for tl"w reason~ I ha;ve alreacly given, I thin!< Mr. Stra'Yson is 

!=Oinpletely mistaken. tn conne!=ti:tlg it with the problem of descriptions."l8 

After this Russell prqceeds to counter attack Strawson on the subject of names. 

Writing in this context Strawson has said - "There are no logically proper 

names and there are ii-P des~iiptions (in this sense)."19 

What actually does Btrawson lll-ean by the word~ he put in br;:icl<ets - I itt this 

se~e'? Perhc:!.ns what Strawson wartt13 to qeny is this: there· are words, which 

qre significf\nt only because they rn-ecm sometNng; if they are not meaningful 
' I 

then. they would be s4nply empty noises, nothing else. 

R~ssell say& that if li:iriguage is to have any relation to fact then there remains 

, , I 

the necessity for s\.ich worcls, which are significant only beca4se they mean 

something. Otherwise how can we ostensibly define sometl)ing? HqW do we ,... 

l<now what is meant by 'red' or 'blue'? We cannot krtow the iJlecir#ngs of these 

words unless we h~ve seen ted or blue. So if certain basic Words in an 
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tndividv.ai'& vocabu1ary haq t}iis kii19 of dirt=~c;;t relation to fad, lang;uage in 

genetal would have no such relation. So, Strawson' s point of view is not 

qcceptable to Russeit. 

Strawson had accused Russell of expounding a 'logically disastrous theory of 

names'. But he does not elabor11te as tp why he consk~ers this theory ql:llogically 

qisastrous. II} this connection Russell goes on to explain that while stt~h words 

as 'Red' are u,sually ~·egarqeq as a predicate anq 11s ciesign~ting a 11niversal, he 

wants to construct a ~atiguage where 'ted' is a subjej:t. This, Russell say~, would 

~ehefit the purpose of philosophical analysis. Rttssell opines that calling 'red' a 

p:riiversal is confus~hg and perhaps for this te(lson Strawson calls this theory 

"logically disastrous". 

This is the basis of a fundamental disagreement between two sects of analytic 

philosophers, One group of philosophers, of whom Russell is one pf the most 

prominent, thought that common language is vo~d of distinctness and clarity, 

so an Clftif~da~ lang4~ge neects tp be ponstructed in philo~ophy fot qcctiracy and 

precision jt1.st as in ~he case of physical sdences. "Irt philosophy it is syp.tax, 

ev~n more than voc~J:mlary, Hu:tt needs to be corrected."20 
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for technical purposes, tecimiccH lang11age, different from those of qaily life is 

indispensable. 

th~ other group, which includes Strqwson, known as the ordinary language 

philosophers, thought that common speech was good enough for philosophical 

analysis. A careful refinement of ordinary language would suffice to see 

philosophical probl~rns cleariy.zl 

Russell had said tpat the problem of egocentricity and the problem of 

descriptions were hvo distinct ones. Bavi1:1g answered Strawson' s accqsations 

reg~rc]Jng H1-e former, he now goes on to defend the latter. First of ali Russell 

makes it clei:!-r that Ns theory of descriptions was never int~nded af'! an (lttalysis 

of the state of min4 of those who utter sentences containing qescriptions. 

Strawson haq said of Russell that he had arrived at the analysis of the sentence 

'The King of France is wise' (S), with the presupposition that anyone who 

uttered the sentence S, was making a true assertion. 

~ussell denies this qccusation saying that Strawson has misinterpreted hitn. He 

(Russell) was actually only ttying to qo an accurate analysis of some !2onfused 
' . ' 

thougHts that people hC!.ve in their minds. 
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Russell in his theory had held that 'S' is false if there ts no King of france. 

Btrawson objects to this. According to Strawson <s' is significant aj1-tl. not true, 

l.ivt not is tt false. ~n Russell's opinJ_pn this i~ a mere questiot1 of verbal 

convenience. For Russell, the definition of the word 'fAlse' is sucp that every 

~i&niffcant sentence is either h-ue or false; wheteqB Strawson does hot think in 

this wqy. Neither does he state clea:tly what is the exact meaning of the word 

tC~-lse. Being an Ordir].ary langpage philosopher, Strawson does not tolerate the 

alternapon of the meanings of words however convenient it may be for the 

situation. Rqssell on the other hand says that it is preferable to use the 

alterations according to the purpose in view. As an instance Ru$sell tegards 

Universal Affirmative, i.e. sehtehces of the form' All A is B'. TradiUbrtaliy such 

s~nteJ1~es itnply tl1at there are A's; but ip tnfl.thetnaticf!.l logic it fs inore 

convenient to consicler that' AU A is~, is true if there qre no A's. This view is 

!lfc~ptable to RusselL 

Lastly, Rq$sell Sl.lffis up Sh·awsotfs arguments against the theory of 

descriptions and his reply to it in the last paragraph of his article, which I 

would like to quote if) as follows : 
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$e~tion - Vil 

There 'Fe two problems tltat of descriptions a.J.i.d tpat of egoc~n~ 
tricity.Nit. 5tr"'wson thir(ks they are one and the sa,me problem, 
but it is q"bviou.•; ftqrp his discussions that lj.e lias not coh.~idere4 
as many ~inds of 4escripttye phrase as are r~levartt to the argu
ment. Hitving co.ti.f4~ed the two problems, he a,sserts dogmaticaily 

· that it i~ only the egocertttic problem that needs to be solved, and. 
he offers a solution of this problem, which he seems to believe to 
be new, bp.t whic4 in fact was familiar before he wrote. He then 
thinks that he ha,s offered an adequate theory of descriptions and 
cinnot111ces his stipposeci achievement with astonishing dogmatic 
certainty. Perhaps I am doing him an injustice, but I am tt:nable to 
see in what respect this is the case.22 

Some Further Objet#ons 

I would like todiscu~s here briefly two oth~t criticisms against Russell's theory, 

Which have raised qtiestions in the mihds of many contemporary philosophers. 

t have placed them h1 the lcist section but they are not the least in importance. 

Though Strqwson' s criticism of Russell's theory is the most recognised one, 

tliese probl~ms do t1ot conc~rt1 him. The first one originates . rather with 

Wittgenstein' s theory on pro-per na:rpl$. I hq.d discus~ed Wittg~~tebf ~ theory 

W my thesis earlier and do not wish tq do so aga,i:n. However, it wq"Lfld suffice 

. to indicate. that in his th~oty Witt:genstein had distit1guished l.Jetween real 

:n11me~ and false names. Wittq-enf:!teiJl.'s famous ciictunt was, ''Don't confuse the 
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meaning of a name with the hearer of the name."23 If this dictum wete followed, 

then Russell's description theory has to be rejected. 

Russell had argued that if "tp.e q_uthor of Waverley" was a :rame, then it would 

name something c, and hehce "Scott is the q_tithor of Waverley" would mean, 

"Scott is c". But on q_ifalysis it becomes clear that this would be implied only if 

there was q_ presupposition that if "the author of Waverley" were a n;:~.me for c, 

then it would :Jnean the same thing as any other naine for c, say "c". 

It seems that :Russell had assl.trned thi$ because he did not differentiat~ between 

the me;:~.ning of a Iiarrte and the beq_ter of a name. lt follows then that, two 

n;:j.thes havif1g the S;:il"i1.e bear~r wou,Jcj_ have the same meaning, and F.t1ssell' S 

argument would be valid. 

Wittgenstein as well as Strawsoq has o~jections against this identificatiori of the 

:qieaning of q_ n;:~.me with its bear¢r. Strawson goes one step furth~r anq rejec.ts 

Wittgeii.stein's dictum too. According to Strawson, it seems that Wittgenstein in 

his turn assumes that althot1gh the bearer of a name is not it's meaning, 

Something else is. Sp:awson holds tlfC1t, in fact names do not in g~nerq_l have 

meanings at c;lll. Stp:J.wson ob,setves tl1at if one does hot know who George 
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Washington is, one does not ask what the name "George Washington" 

nieans.24 

Anaphora 

The second objection against ttte Theoty of Descriptions is that it carltlot explain 

the 'amipho:tic' uses of expre~sioqs. Ru,ssell, a,s 1'Ve have f1.0ted, dea1$ PrtlY with 

the central tts~ of "the", and ddes not feel n~cessary to explain pl4ral uses or 

gener~c uses.:f-lowcver, RusseH'1:1 theory ought to have explained an4p4oric uses 

pecause unlike plural or generic uses they are ostensibly singular referring 

expressions. 

By anaphoric expressions are meant those expressions, which iph~tit their 

rneaning from another expression uspally occurring ea,rlier in the se~1tence or in 

a previous sentence. fqr exa,mple: 

t;xa,mple: i) The g'rj who is petfonrting on stage is vety pt·etty. Sl}¢ is wearing 

a blue dress. 

Here, 'She' refers back to the ~irl performing ort sta,ge. Actually t}ie second 

~entence is ¢quivale:p.t to, "The girl who is performing on stage is ~earing a 

blue dress." 



G~a~h suggested that. 'She' is only abbreviating "1 rep~tition of the antecedent 

phrase qnd if this suggestion were accepted; theri ex<:j.mple 1. poses no problem 

for Russell because it could be analysed like other Russellean paraphrases. But 

Evans pointed out that problem arises when the antecedent is a quantifier 

phrase or an indefinite description. 

Example : 2) A girl lived with her mother neat the forest. She had a red hooded 

dress. 

I , 

This, of course is not equivalent to 

2') A girl had a red hooded dress, 

Because it misses the fact that 'She' referred tb the p101iticular girl who lived with 

her mother near the forest. 

Russell may defend himself saying that his theory was a theory of definite 

descriptions and example 2. does not contain definite description .. Hpwever, 

against this it can be spown that definite dest1~iptiorts can themselves be 

anaphoric. 

Example: 3) A girl lived with her mother near tl1e forest. The girl hq.d a red 

hooded dress. 

:Sxample: 4) Just one student came for the clq.ss toli~Y· The student looked as if 

she is ill. 
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H is unders~ood thr1.t "The student" in (4) is abbreviating "The student who 

~f!.ine for clctss today." -This Is in agreement with Russellean analysis. B4t the 

same does not hold h·ue for (3). If "Tl1e girl" abbreviates "The girl who lived 

with her mother ne~t the forest", then it could be paraphrased ii1to - at most 

ot1e girllivep with her mother near the forest. (3), however does not iqtply this. 

It is not logically inconsistent to say that more thaf1 o11e girl liv~c:i witn her 

iiwthet near the fores~. Ot co~rse, it should pe noted tnat someone uttering (3) 

sti~gests that there Is only one gjrl. But it wouict not be contradictoi·y to assume 

that there wqs more than one girL So, it Ct1-f\ be concluded that Rltsseli's theory 

cannot satisfq.ctorily explain tl1e anappora. 
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